For Immediate Release

Camson Bio Technologies Approaches High Court To Finalize
Demerger Of Seed Business
Mumbai, 12th March 2015: - Camson Bio Technologies Ltd. (CBTL) has filed the application for
Scheme of Arrangement (Demerger) of seeds business to Camson Seeds Limited with the
Honourable High Court of Karnataka. The company has already received the observation letter
from SEBI and BSE in this regard. The final approval from High Court will see the formal launch
of a separate business entity.
The promising agri biotech business has grown at a robust pace over the past few years and has
now assumed sufficient size and scale. An improved focus will help it grow further and scale
new boundaries. This will help to reach out to every farmer across the globe and share
Camson’s message of Zero Residue ® Agriculture.
Also, fundamentally most dynamics like risk, capital requirements & return ratios of both
businesses have begun to differ. This necessitated the need for the demerger.
The shareholding pattern of Camson Seeds Ltd. will mirror the shareholding pattern of CBTL.
Shares will be allotted in the ratio of 1:1 i.e. existing shareholders of CBTL will get one equity
share of Camson Seeds Limited for every share held in CBTL. While as a business, CBTL will
remain committed to provide farmers across the globe with highly productive, Zero Residue ®,
eco-friendly agri-inputs, the resultant company (Camson Seeds) will carry forward Camson’s
glorious tradition of producing high yielding & drought resistant hybrid seeds.
Mr. Santosh Nair, CEO at Camson said “This is part of Camson’s efforts to unlock and improve
shareholder value, in keeping with its track record for conducting path-breaking research and
launching innovation driven products. The demerger is designed to ensure improved focus to
the rapidly growing agri-biotech business while simultaneously providing shareholders direct
participation in the seeds business. We await approval from the High Court for the same.”
+++
About Camson Biotech- Established in 1993, Camson Bio Technologies combines the latest
knowledge in breeding, molecular genetics and metagenomics in agriculture with the latest
practices in environmental safety and protection, to market a wide range of products spanning

www.camsonbiotechnologies.com

hybrid seeds, bio-fertilizers and biocides. These are non-poisonous, eco-friendly and residuefree. Headquartered in Bangalore, Camson Bio Technologies employs the best talent in the
industry to bring innovative biotechnology products to the farmers. Partnering with farming
communities, government agencies and corporate houses in India, Camson Bio Technologies
aims at empowering farming communities by focussing its R&D to their needs.

You can also visit our website www.camsonbiotechnologies.com for more details on the
company and products.
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